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WORLD CONVENTION - PHILADELPHIA
1988
 Those who attended the convention included Warren Oliver, Paul 
Cary, and Doug Berick.

WORLD CONVENTION SOUL 
May1989
Six Australian members plus wives attended being:-
Brian and Joyce Condon, Ern and Nola Dawes, Malcolm and Phyllis 
McClure, Ray and Nancy Wells, Russ and Yvonne Mee, and new members 
Graham and Betty Francis. At the Annual Dinner, twelve of the forty three 
present were Australian members. Most had an exciting time before arriving 
home, having diverted to USA and China etc.

WORLD  CONVENTION  PORTLAND - OREGON 
June 1990

From the information, IFFR were determined to make this the 
greatest fly-away ever. President  Hugh Archer has been involved in 
fellowship activities, and is anxious that  Rotarians take more advantage of 
them, and we in particular being one of the stronger fellowships want to show 
all, the benefits of fellowship activities.

Although this fly-away clashed with the Broome fly-in, those 
attending Portland were Brian and Joyce Condon, Ray and Nancy Wells, 
Malcolm and Phyllis McClure, Paul and Olive Cary, Steve and Janette 
Jackson. Over 40 aircraft participated.
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WORLD CONVENTION -  MEXICO CITY
June 1991

Those attending the Convention included Malcolm and Phyllis 
McClure, Alan and Maisie Grady, Ern and Nola Dawes, Paul and Olive Cary, 
Barry and Sally Townsend, Bruce and Jan Watson, Ian and Roma Richards, 
Elio and Coralie Zambelli,  and Brian and Joyce Condon. The fly-away to 
San Luis Potosi was a memorable activity
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WORLD  CONVENTION  - ORLANDO 
June 1992

Six members and wives from Australia attended the convention.
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WORLD  CONVENTION  - MELBOURNE(Australia)
POST  CONVENTION  FLY-AWAY
May 1993

The Flying Rotarian booth was manned full time during the 
Convention. The post convention fly-away basic itinerary was Melbourne, 
Warrnambool, Mildura, Coober Pedy, Ayres Rock, Alice Springs, Broken 
Hill, Melbourne. On Sunday morning most of the members who were going 
on the Fly-Away attended a very extensive briefing at the Royal Victorian 
Aero Club. This took four hours and was mainly for our overseas visitors to 
acquaint them with the Australian conditions. Documents were issued and 
flight checks were also conducted. We thank the Royal Victorian Aero Club 
and the CAA for their assistance on our behalf.

On Sunday night  a very successful dinner dance was held at  the 
ANZ Pavilion in the Arts Centre at which 140 people attended. The meal 
and music were very well accepted by all and the dance floor was very 
active during the evening. Graham LeQuesne, motivated by old tradition 
considered that  we did not  show enough recognition to our President, 
produced a very ornate presidential collar with all Past  Presidents 
recognised and from which was suspended a fairly large winged Rotary 
wheel. President Don Bymaster chaired a meeting on Monday of the Board 
of Directors at  the home of Ern and Nola Dawes who were magnificent 
hosts and for which we are very grateful. This was most convenient as it 
was only a short walking distance from the Convention Centre. The new 
By-Laws were thoroughly discussed and some minor alterations were 
made.

The AGM on Tuesday was most  successful under the chairmanship 
of Don and it is pleasing to report that 127 signed the attendance sheet. 

The major event  was the Fly-Away with 28 aircraft  and over 100 
people participating. We left on Thursday morning and proceeded down the 
south coast  to Cape Otway, along the rugged coast to Warrnambool and up 
to Mildura. The twelve apostles and cliffs with the sea pounding in, were 
very spectacular. Soup and sandwiches and quick refuelling were provided 
at  Mildura. Viv Elliott  organised a coach tour of the area followed by a 
civic reception. A visit  to the Trentham Estate Winery was organised for 50 
to have dinner. A great fuss was made of George Chaffey from Orlando. 
Although his relationship with the George Chaffey of Mildura is pretty 
tenuous it was a thrill to visit the George Chaffey Bridge and many other 
places commemorating the famous irrigation engineer.

Next morning we set  off for Leigh Creek to pick up fuel and then 
on to Coober Pedy. Here we did a tour of the town and visited an opal mine 
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and spent the night  at  the hotel, most of which is underground; a unique 
experience for many.

Next day it was on to Ayers Rock and after some three hours we 
arrived and joined the local pattern and flew round the Olgas and Ayers 
Rock before landing at the modern Connellan Airport. Next morning the 
adventurous were up early for the sunrise and climb of the Rock. The rest 
joined later for a trip round the Rock looking at the various sights. 

That evening we were the guests of the Yulara Rotary Club and that 
was certainly a different  evening. It  was a meeting held to the sounds of the 
bush, and was held out in the desert  where a nice fire was surrounded by 
tables with food and drinks. Many were able to try bush tucker such as 
kangaroo, emu and camel. We were entertained by the Indigini band which 
has an outstanding randdaugh player who was invited to play in the London 
Symphonic Orchestra.

Now the rot  set  in, we were embarrassed as we had told our 
overseas guests that they could expect  sunshine after they left Melbourne. 
On Monday morning Alice Springs was closed to VFR and we were forced 
to stay an extra day at the Rock. With a special clearance on the following 
day we were able to get  into Alice. We had a look around the town and that 
evening met with the Alice Springs Mbantua Rotary Club.

Wednesday in rained as we drove out to Glen Helen Gorge, which 
is west of Alice in the McDonald Ranges, and dropped into Standley 
Chasm on the way back. Unfortunately the weather restricted the views of 
the unique scenery.

Next day we were scheduled to fly to Broken Hill but the Alice 
airport was still closed to VFR traffic, hence another forced stay. Friday 
was the same, however the situation was now getting serious as many had 
to return hired aircraft and join flights to their respective countries. The 
problem was, many of the tickets were restricted and not  transferable. At 
nine we went  to the airport  and it  was still closed and very low cloud, at  ten 
a call to the tower and the MET Officer said that we would be lucky to get 
out before Monday. At  this stage some organised commercial flights out 
however at  eleven another call brought  the response that if we got out in the 
next  forty minutes we would be given a special clearance. One mighty 
scatter and we were on our way. I’m not sure how everyone fared but Paul 
Cary in his Victa after a night  in Oodnadatta was still in Broken Hill, Em 
Dawes had to leave his aircraft in Shepparton, but  I did hear a number 
making good progress down the track on Friday. We got off just before 
midday and at  50 miles out of Alice we were able to climb VFR to 9,500 ft 
and were in the clear all the way home, so it was a very local situation in 
the Centre. Our apologies for the weather go to all our overseas friends. I 
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have made hundreds of trips to Alice Springs and this is the first hold up 
that I have ever had. One consolation was that we did have much time for 
fellowship and were able to get to know each other very well.

Many thanks are warranted for an event of this size, however Ern 
Dawes stands alone as he spear-headed and controlled the whole operation, 
assisted by an able committee of Malcolm McClure who organised all the 
transport and accommodation en route, Brian Paroissien who handled all 
the flying side such as aircraft  hire, briefing, plans, forecasts etc and Bruce 
Davis. Ern did make reservations for accommodation in Melbourne two 
years ago but  this came unstuck in a similar way to Frederico’s plans in 
Mexico City. Thanks to Margo Crotts for her effort  in the booth; Viv Elliott 
for his efforts in the booth and organising the Mildura visit; to all wives, 
particularly Nola Dawes who hosted meetings at their home; and to all our 
overseas and local guests who graced us by their presence.

THE BRITISH IFFR SONG
(To be sung to the tune of “John Brown’s Body”)

The British went to Melbourne and we had a lovely time.
The Aussies made us welcome and we thought that they were fine
 We all flew up to Ayer’s Rock a hundred in a line
AND IT RAINED LIKE HELL ALL DAY

GLORY, GLORY HALLELUJAH
GLORY, GLORY HALLELUJAH
GLORY, GLORY HALLELUJAH
AND IT RAINED LIKE HELL ALL DAY

We all flew on to Alice Springs and had a lovely tea,
They hadn’t had a rainstorm there since 1983.
As soon as we got overhead the cloud began to pee
AND IT RAINED LIKE HELL ALL DAY

(refrain)

At last we thought we’d had enough and then we got away,
We flew across the desert and it seemed to take all day,
But when we got near Melbourne their Air Traffic told us “Nay”
 COS IT RAINED LIKE HELL ALL DAY

(refrain)
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WORLD CONVENTION – TAIPEI (Taiwan)
June 1994

At the International Convention in Taipei, Brian Condon was 
invested with the chain of office as World IFFR President. All Australian 
IFFR members appreciate the sterling work Brian and Joyce have put into 
our section over the years and built  it  up to such an active group as we see it 
today. it was encouraging to see 11 of our fliers in Taipei, supporting Brian, 
as he took on his new responsibilities. They were Ern & Nola Dawes, 
Graham & Josie Mockridge, Ian & Roma Richards, Malcolm & Phyllis 
McClure, Alan & Maisie Grady, and David Clegg. We were able to enjoy the 
fellowship of many members from other countries who attended the 
Melbourne Convention and fly-away last year. Thanks to David Clegg who 
assisted in arranging the IFFR functions in Taipei

WORLD CONVENTION – NICE (France)
June 1995

Twenty members from Australia with their spouses enjoyed the 
pre-convention fly-in to the beautiful scenic Isle of Jersey and the 
hospitality extended to us by Graeme LeQuesne, Charles Strasser and their 
committee. 

The most memorable events during our stay in Nice were the 
dinner dance on the Sunday evening, the fellowship at  the IFFR booth in 
the House of Friendship, the exciting air display by the French Air Force 
over the blue Mediterranean at dusk, and for the ladies, shopping in the 
elegant  boutiques lining the boulevards of Nice. Several of our members 
joined the post-convention fly-away to the Mediterranean islands.

(Report  from World President Brian Condon)
The trip to Jersey last June was again excellent  with Graeme Le 

Quesne and Charles Strasser organising an interesting and informative 
program. We visited many parts of the island which is very small being 
only about 20 by 10 kms. The island has a long and interesting history and 
is a duty free and virtually tax free location. We were hosted by David and 
Ann Watkins at “Les Alpes” ,Faldouet, St. Martin whose hospitality was 
outstanding and typically Jersey. David is manager of Lloyds’ Bank on 
Jersey with over 450 staff which gives an idea of the financial industry on 
an island with a population of only 82,000.

We visited the German Underground hospital and the pottery and 
world renowned conservation zoo. After touring most of the island plus 
lunches and dinners we culminated with a Governor General’s reception at 
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Government House. Our host  was Lieutenant Governor Sir John and Lady 
Sutton. Much to Jim Flemming’s delight  the Governor was an old Air Force 
friend from many years ago and invited Jim and Pat to stay for the week.

We stayed in the North East part of the Island whereas your Cornell 
family came from the Central top part of the Island. 

The flight down to Nice was interesting particularly with the 
French controllers. I flew with Bill Talen who flew his Chancellor from 
USA and after landing at  Nice we found out that  we were lost, 
communication was hopeless. The forecast was reasonable but  half way 
down after lunch at  Limoges we ran into fairly heavy cloud and finished up 
at  18,000 ft. We finally made contact  and came down and vectored to points 
that neither of us could understand. The approach was a challenge as we 
were on collision course with a B737 and after evasion we landed with a 20 
knot  tail wind, I must say that the system appeared rather casual. Bill who 
flies a lot in the States was not impressed.

The IFFR events were outstanding and the Sunday dinner dance 
was the highlight with great music and outstanding fellowship. Graeme 
finally acquired the services of a band of Rotarians and they did an 
excellent  job. One offer of a band was $2,800 on top of $180 per head for 
dinner and a room to hold our AGM was quoted $570. I will never 
complain again about our costs in Australia. The Directors meeting and 
AGM achieved much and it is very reassuring to have such a wonderful 
team that exists in IFFR.

One night there was a very spectacular aerobatics display by the 
Air Force Aerobatics team which was held just  offshore, this was certainly 
helped by the Mediterranean as a backdrop. The booth manned throughout 
the whole Convention by Margo Crotts was again one of the highlights and 
must be one of the most popular of all the booths.

We found that  the prices in France were exorbitant and when the 
Japanese complain then there must  be something in it. I did not go to the 
three day fly-away to the Mediterranean Islands but  from all accounts it 
was an interesting and rather tiring event. Malcolm and Phyllis McClure 
joined Joyce and I for a three week Rotary tour through Spain, Morocco 
and Portugal. There is only one way to appreciate these countries and that  is 
to go and visit  them, it  would be impossible to convert the experiences into 
words.

After Spain we flew to Sweden for a few days and then dropped in 
and saw John Ritchie in England before visiting old friends in San 
Francisco.

The flight over Greenland was most  spectacular as it  was a clear 
day and as far as the eye could see it was snow and ice with the occasional 
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rocky peak protruding from the fields. Ian and Roma Richards were able to 
see the same sight  in their trip to and from USA to the Convention in Ned 
Poyser’s C210. 

Our return to Sydney was interesting as we arrived in the B747-400 
at  5:30 a.m. before the curfew, however we were allowed to land providing 
we came over the sea and did not  apply reverse thrust. I was speaking to the 
Captain after the flight and he told me that it  was a fully automatic landing 
and besides turbulence there was a 20 knot  tailwind, and the landing was 
right  on the keys and was as smooth as you would ever wish. I believe that 
the day is not far away when all takeoffs and landings could be automatic.
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WORLD CONVENTION – CALGARY (Canada)
June 1996

There were two post convention fly-ways; a short one of about  a 
1,000 miles in the local areas, and a longer one about 3,500 miles to Alaska 
which was a much greater challenge as that is remote country, and required 
survival and camping out equipment, which is quite normal for that part of 
the world. 

The format  for our activities are now standard. The most  important 
are the dinner dance on the Sunday night  and the Annual General Meeting 
on the Tuesday. 

THE CONVENTION
Most of the IFFR members stayed at the Ramada hotel, but a 

few had private accommodation with the local residents. At  the 
convention centre, the many World Fellowships were well represented. 
As has been the case since the start  of IFFR, our stall was manned by 
Margo Crotts, with numerous members from various countries dropping 
in for a quick chat. President  Graeme, past  president Brian and Joyce, 
and Australia president Malcolm and Phyllis, spent quite a bit  of time at 
the stall, promoting the virtues of IFFR and signing up new members. 
Margo CROTTS has been looking after the IFFR stall at  the World 
Conventions for many years. All those who have visited the stall would 
acknowledge her efforts.

On Sunday evening, the annual dinner dance was held at  the 
Ramada hotel. The Calgary dinner dance was regarded as the climax of 
the convention for IFFR members, with 240 members and guests in 
attendance. During pre-dinner preliminaries, three outlaw cowboys from 
a pre 1900 era, held up the gathering, holding ex-president Brian for 
ransom. With dubious evidence, a “KANGAROO” court found him 
guilty, and it looked at  one stage that he may be despatched to his final 
destination. However, the local constabulary saved the day, arresting the 
wayward bandits.

Tom SPEAR, a 100 year old man who doesn’t  wear a hearing 
aid or glasses, and still has his drivers license, recited the following 
poem:-

AGE IS A QUALITY OF TIME
IF YOU HAVE LEFT YOUR DREAMS BEHIND

IF LOVE IS COLD
IF YOU NO LONGER PLAN AHEAD

IF YOUR EMOTIONS ALL ARE DEAD
THEN YOU ARE OLD
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 BUT
IF OF LIFE YOU MAKE THE BEST

AND IN YOURSELF YOU STILL FEEL ZEST
NO MATTER HOW THE YEARS GO BY

 NO MATTER HOW THE BIRTHDAYS FLY
YOU ARE NOT OLD

One of the highlights of the dinner dance, was Brian’s induction 
into the “WHITE HAT BRIGADE”. Outside Alberta, this privilege is 
only given to special and worthwhile dignitaries.

POST CONVENTION FLY-AWAYS
Two fly-tours were arranged by Hank & Penny McClung of 

Grande Prairie, Art  Borzel of Calgary, and their committees. 
Acknowledgment  is here stated of the enormous effort put into the 
organisation of the tours, by Art, Hank & Penny.

John & Dorothy BARWICK did not  participate in the fly-ins, 
but travelled by motor home etc through many countries on their way 
home.

Ian & Roma RICHARDS had seen Alaska on a previous trip so 
decided to join friends on a relaxing holiday in the Rockies.

Laurie & Helen Chapman and their crew Jim & Joice Denman 
had a disappointment when their plane hire agreement  fell through. So 
they drove the Midnight  Sun tour as the “EMU” team. By cutting a few 
corners and missing out on some of the organised stops, they were able 
to join in the fellowship for most of the tour.

Charles Strasser and his crew Gordon & Mary Johnson were not 
satisfied with the condition of the plane they had booked, so opted to 
drive to Vancouver, Vancouver Island, and Seattle, then take a 
commercial flight  to Anchorage, and join in the Midnight  Sun tour 
wind-up party.

On the Wednesday morning, over breakfast, Hank & Penny 
handed out the all necessary charts and schedules and instructions with 
an overall briefing. Then on Thursday morning, the two fly-away crews 
of 33 aircraft (and one highway crew), departed for Edmonton, with 
stops at Drumheller (Dinosaur display) and Wetaskiwin (Reynolds/
Alberta transport  museum). At  Edmonton (population just under 1 
million), the evening was spent in boisterous fellowship. Next  morning, 
many of the crews made a brief inspection of Edmonton, before the two 
fly-aways went  their separate ways. Edmonton is home to the world’s 
largest mall, which includes an international hotel, hundreds of shops, 
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19 picture theatres, a large indoor surf beach and fun park, 6 
submarines, and under cover parking far 22,000 vehicles.

LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN FLY-TOUR
After Edmonton, 19 planes (and 1 car) departed for Grande 

Prairie, where we attended a special combined meeting of Grande Prairie 
and Swan City Rotary clubs. Amanda Woodward entertained us with 
traditional Indian music, dance, and stories. After the meeting we were 
home hosted by the local Rotarians, and with sunset at about 11.00 PM, 
we had plenty of time to view the beautiful country.

Next  morning, we assembled at Hank & Penny’s hanger where 
the local Rotarians treated 55 of us to a magnificent breakfast of eggs, 
sausage, pancakes, fruit, muffins, coffee & tea. After breakfast, the local 
fliers briefed us on the next stage of the tour. They stressed the care 
needed and warned of the dangers of flying in the Yukon and Alaska; it 
made the highway crew wonder if they were really at a disadvantage.
 Then onto Whitehorse, with a fuel/refreshment stop over at  
Watson Lake. As the weather was deteriorating, the scheduled camp over 
at Watson Lake was left  to the mosquitos in favour of an extra day at 
Whitehorse.

Next  day was a minimum activity day, with many taking the 
opportunity to visit the attractions of the area. The Whitehorse Rotary 
Club organised a bus to take most of the group to the Takhini Hot Springs 
27 Km from Whitehorse. After a wallow in the warm “odourless” mineral 
water, the Rotary club treated us to a bush setting Rotary meeting, 
complete with the traditional BBO of Alberta beef.

As the weather was below minima at  Whitehorse; the crews spent 
an extra day exploring the local area by car, including Skagway, Carcross, 
White Pass and Dead Horse Pass. Some attempted the next stage to 
Fairbanks; an Aerostar, a C310, and a C210 climbing to 10,000 and 
12,000 ft IFR and encountering a lot of ice build up above 6,000 ft. The 
Charlez/Shoebridge team turned back when the ice build up got  beyond 
the comfort level. The rest  of the fliers left  Whitehorse next day in 
reasonable conditions.

At Fairbanks the weather was good, and some crews even 
ventured into the Arctic Circle to the small villages of Ft  Yukon, Eldorada 
Mine, “North Pole”, and Fox. The big feature at  Fairbanks was supper at 
“Alaskaland”, with Salmon coated in honey, Halibut, and Beef Ribs. 
Home hosting was again organised at Fairbanks.

Then on to Anchorage, but  not before an altercation with the FAA 
authorities. The FAA inspector watched all the goings on for ½ hour 
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before pouncing. Every aircraft  was inspected and one pilot who was not 
carrying his full licence, was grounded until he could have a temporary 
licence faxed from home. The flight at 8,500 ft from Fairbanks to 
Anchorage was in good weather with the top of Mount McKinley visible 
above its hallo of cloud. 

At Anchorage we were again home hosted; some in Anchorage 
city and others at neighbouring Girdwood (home base of Phil and Diana 
Livingston). At Girdwood we joined in the local Annual parade, with 
IFFR members occupying 4 pick-ups. After viewing the country side from 
mountain top, we joined the Girdwood Rotarians in the fly-away wind-up 
party. The Rotary club treated us to an elaborate BBQ of reindeer hot 
dogs, buffalo sausage, and barbequed pink salmon with all the trimmings.

Most  of the fliers returned to Calgary, following a similar route to 
that  of the tour. The EMU team returned via the ferry from Haines to 
Prince Rupert, Jasper and Banff. With only 3 days before their flight 
home Laurie & Helen Chapman visited Lethbridge, South of Calgary, 
where they met  up with, and stayed with, a couple that they had met  for 2 
minutes at the Convention. Rotary fellowship is what makes these trips all 
worthwhile, and home hosting is the pinnacle of this fellowship.

THE “EMU” TEAMS REPORT  (by Laurie Chapman)
After enjoying the company of Jim & Joice Denman on the  Central 

Australia IFFR flyin, following the Melbourne Rotary Convention, we 
decided to team up for the Alaska flyin 1996. The original plan was to hire a 
C206 in California, fly up through the Rockies to Calgary, and participate in 
the Alaskan flyin. However, the opportunity arose to exchange plane, house 
& car with a pilot in Calgary, which would provide a considerable cost 
saving.  At  the last minute, the arrangement for loan of the plane fell through, 
and no suitable alternative could be found. On the advise of John and 
Dorothy Barwick, we hired a car to follow the fliers by road. Using a hand 
held COM, we were able to keep in touch, adopting the call sign “ECHO 
MIKE UNIFORM” which refers to a flightless bird of Australia.

In order to keep up, we had to short  cut some of the arrangements. 
On the Calgary to Edmonton leg, we missed Drumheller, but  we were able to 
meet up with all the fliers at  Wetaskiwin museum where the local Rotary club 
ensured we were provided with information, discount  admission, transport in 
beautifully restored antique vehicles, fellowship, and an exchange of banners. 
Then on to Edmonton Inn motel to join the great  fellowship over dinner, held 
in a separate room with the door shut because of the noise!!

Next morning, on to Grand Prairie; a long drive but we made it, and 
joined in the enjoyable Rotary meeting. Accommodation that  night was 
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Home Stay and what  great  fellowship that provided. We thank the members 
of the Rotary Club of Grand Prairie for the kindness in providing us with 
entertainment, fellowship, accommodation, and a magnificent BBQ breakfast 
next  morning. After listening with envy to the briefing, we left along with our 
flying mates, and heard Hank chasing up the stragglers on 122.75.

While the fliers stayed at  Watson Lake and Whitehorse, we stopped 
at  Coal River and then met up with the crews at Whitehorse, where the amber 
fluid and the stories flowed aplenty. The local Rotarians provided us with an 
opportunity to savour the hot  baths, and participate in their informal Rotary 
meeting complete with BBQ. 

We missed Dawson City and Fairbanks, and again met up with the 
team at Anchorage, after diverting to Skagway, taking the ferry to Haines, 
and having a salmon bake at Tok. At Anchorage we where again home 
hosted, and our hosts went  out of their way to make us welcome and swap 
stories about  the similarities and differences of our countries. Mark Bledsoe 
went one step further and took us on a float plane tour of Anchorage, 
allowing me to make a rather sloppy attempt  at  landing on the water. This 
flight was the injection we needed as we were starting to get aviation 
withdrawal symptoms.

The return trip involved retracing our steps from Anchorage to Tok 
and Haines. Then we took the ferry to Prince Rupert  through the Inside 
Passage, seeing a number of whales and bald eagles on the way. At  Juneau, 
we toured the city and the nearby glacier. From Prince Rupert  we drove to 
Smithers, Prince George, Jasper, and Banff, ending up at Calgary and going 
our separate ways.

At  the convention, Helen and I met Gert and Les Talbot from 
Lethbridge, who invited us to tour the “South of Calgary” area. As time was 
insufficient  to organise a visit  to Saskatchewan, we took them up on their 
offer, and again the kindness and fellowship was overwhelming. They 
devoted 2 full days to showing us yet  another area of Canada, with its many 
different features.

So, we may have missed out on the aviation portion of the flyin, but 
we were able to participate in most of the fellowship, and as the EMU crew, 
we saw trees (and trees, and trees) as well moose, bear, sheep, fox, caribou, 
deer and bald eagle. Hopefully we may have even convinced some 
Canadians and Alaskans to visit  us in the future, and allow the Australian 
IFFR members to return some of the great  fellowship we received during this 
flyin. Hank and Penny, along with their team (Art, and Phil to mention just 
two), are to be thanked for the extensive effort  applied, to ensure a successful 
program.
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THE ALBERTA FLY-TOUR
At Edmonton, the 15 crews participating in the Alberta tour, 

stayed an extra day, before flying to the first stop at  Fort McMurray where 
they visited the Syncrude – the worlds largest producer of synthetic crude 
oil. Then on to Hinton, which is at the beginning of the rise to the 
Rockies. There they landed on a grass strip and were met by the local 
Rotarians. After a Canada Day breakfast  with the Mayor and community, 
in the street, it was off to Calgary via Banff.

Throughout  the tour, the weather was kind, the flying was 
excellent, and the hospitality and fellowship provided by the Rotarians 
was superb. The service at the main airports was incredible, with the 
aircraft refuelled, cleaned, and parked ready for departure. Air traffic 
control works smoothly and similar to Australia but with less hassles.

YOU DON’T HAVE TO FLY – TO ENJOY ROTARY FELLOWSHIP
John & Dorothy Barwick decided to travel at AGL zero and 

meet up with many of their world wide friends. Their journey started in 
Vancouver where after three days of sightseeing, they teamed up with 
some friends for the trip through the Rockies to Calgary and the 
Convention. After the Convention, John & Dorothy with friends, had a 
four day camper drive to Eagle River, South of Anchorage. John says 
they discovered Alaska’s state bird; the MOSQUITO, and if they had 
been any bigger they would have needed registration numbers painted 
on their fuselage.

Then on to Denali National Park, North Carolina, UK, Norway, 
Rome, Bangkok, and finally back home. They were able to visit  and stay 
with past GSE members, ex-exchange students, past District Governors, 
and many IFFR and Rotary friends from past activities.

Rotary friendship is long lived and ever expanding. To be able to 
call upon it when visiting a country or city adds a new dimension to the 
visit. 

WORLD  CONVENTION - GLASGOW (Scotland)
June 1997

A record 200 attended the dinner dance which was classed as an 
outstanding success. Thirty two planes, from turbo twins to C172s, joined the 
fly-away; the largest number to join a post convention fly-away.

 We had attended the Glasgow Convention where we helped to man 
the IFFR booth, and attended the dinner dance on the Sunday evening. At  the 
AGM on Tuesday afternoon, World President Graeme LeQuesne chaired the 
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meeting, and with IFFR members from all over the world, it  was a thrilling 
experience  to be part of it. 

Fortunately we were able to take part in the fly-away after the 
convention. Early on Thursday morning all who were going on the Scottish 
fly-about made their way to Prestwick Airport, where 31 aircraft  were 
waiting to take off on a very memorable flight around the Western Iles off 
Scotland and back to Inverness, Aberdeen and finally down to Edinburgh, in 
time for us to have a short visit to the Agricultural Show, then into the City to 
our hotels. All who took part had a marvellous time.

After two days sight  seeing around Edinburgh we set off on a flight 
to Maastricht Holland where again we were hosted by the Benelux section 
members who gave us a terrific time and we met  people who we will be 
keeping contact  with for a long time. After staying there for 3 days we flew 
to Bremin Germany for another 3 days before returning to Edinburgh.

The IFFR Scottish Fly-About was another example of the fellowship 
between people which can be achieved from visiting old Historic sites, places 
of scenic interest, factories, and other places such as the drop tower which we 
inspected at the Bremin University. Other scenic areas were seen while 
taking a peaceful boat trip down one of the many canals and rivers which 
criss-cross the country side.

NEW ZEALAND REPORT
Brian and Jannette Souter, Dave and Lyn Jenkins, Carrol and 

Graham Gimblett, representing NZ, undertook the ultimate expensive 
holiday. First  was the IFFR dinner on Sunday evening and annual meeting 
on Tuesday. The prize for keenness would go to Phil and Marjory Yoder 
who flew their C310 from Iowa Ohio across the Atlantic to the convention, 
and Eric Gyles from Belgium who flew to South America and back to 
Scotland to go one better.

After renewing old acquaintances we all gathered at  the Prestwick 
airport where the planes we being assembled on Thursday morning. We 
drew once again the slowest C172 of the fleet, but at least we had plenty of 
time to look at  the scenery with the quickest  planes off first and us 
trundling along behind. What a way to see Scotland; up the west  coast over 
the islands of Arromull and Skye to Stornaway on the outer Hebredies to 
the Hebredian Island Lewis, a world war II base, and our 32 planes were 
the largest contingent of planes to land there at  one time since, so we had an 
immediate impact on the locals and made history. 

After visiting a Harris Tweed factory and around the island they 
entertained us with a ceilioth at night. 
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Next day back down the coast  and then to the great  central lock at 
Inverness. Very pretty and spectacular scenery all around Scotland, and 
flying up the lock with hills rising to 4000 feet  on both sides, is 
unforgettable. You would wonder why we stayed the next  day for site 
seeing. By this time the weather became typically Scotish and the last leg to 
Edinbourgh became a serious challenge, to make it in time to visit the 
highland royal show in the afternoon. Following on, 20 of the 100 went 
onto Belgium and Holland and Germany for a further 5 days, and what a 
great time they had. (Graham Gimblett)

WORLD  CONVENTION – INDIANAPOLIS (Indiana  USA)
June 1998

   The Indianapolis Convention was a memorable meeting, with lots 
of fellowship at our booth in the Hall of Friendship, the usual fun at  our 
dinner dance on Sunday evening, and the interesting fly-away around some 
of the beautiful areas of the mid-west, culminating in flying along the shores 
of Lake Michigan, overlooking the skyline of Chicago, and landing at the 
famous Meigs Field, something most of us had only achieved on our home 
computers.

The weather was pretty lousy up until Wednesday, when the weather 
improved long enough for a VFR fly-out  with 23 aircraft, 4 automobiles and 
80 people participating. The twenty three aircraft  departed Mt Comfort 
airfield, outside Indianapolis, for a lunch meeting of the Rotary Club of 
Muncie. This is the home club of our tour organiser Bob Renner. The guest 
speaker was one of America's first  female pilots of big commercial jets. She 
is now a captain for United Airlines, flying the Boeing 777.

The first night  was spent  in Dayton Ohio, where we visited the 
Dayton USA Air-force museum, a large museum with a great  collection of 
historic military aircraft  from the early days through to the modern era, 
including such aircraft as the Blackbird, the new stealth fighter as well as the 
B52 bomber. We had dinner under the wing of a bomber in the museum, a 
fabulous setting for a group of pilots to wine and dine. 

The following day we flew up the centre of Michigan to Mackinac 
Island which is located at  the top of Lake Huron. Mackinac Island is unique 
in the fact that there are no cars or trucks on the island. All transport is by 
horse drawn vehicles - a beautiful island with a great  holiday atmosphere, 
where we walked and enjoyed the scenery.

From Mackinac we flew to Chippawa Airport, a former Cold War 
airbase with a very long and wide runway previously used by B52s. About 
half the runway is currently used. The concrete is said to be four feet thick. 
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We went by bus to Sault Ste. Marie Michigan where our accommodation was 
in an Indian owned Casino hotel. We visited the locks between Lake Huron 
and Lake Superior, where there is a difference in height between the lakes of 
12 feet and they are on the border between USA and Canada.

The next day we went  by train from Sault Ste. Marie, Canada on the 
tourist train to Agawa Canyon. This was a great opportunity for fellowship 
and a change from travel by aircraft. From Sault  Ste. Marie we flew down the 
peninsula which separates Lake Michigan from the scenic Green Bay area, 
across to Oshkosh and its fabulous museum. Some of us had the pleasure of 
flying in the EAA 1928 Ford Trimotor piloted by Paul Poberenzi, the founder 
of the EAA organisation. Dinner that  night was held in the museum, once 
again a great place for pilots and passengers to socialise.

From Oshkosh we flew to Chicago where we landed at  Meigs Field, 
which is located on the edge of Lake Michigan right  in the centre of Chicago. 
It  was interesting flying down the lake at  1500 ft and quite a thrill landing 
almost  in the city. At Chicago we visited Rotary One, a number of us having 
our photos taken in the President's office and doing the self guided tour of 
Rotary Headquarters. After Chicago we each went  our separate ways. The 
Fly-Away was very well organised by Bob Renner and Phil Yoder with 
assistance from Brian Anderson in Chicago and I am sure we all had a great 
time.
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WORLD  CONVENTION  SINGAPORE
POST CONVENTION FLY-AROUND
AUSTRALIA TOP-END
18 – 25 June 1999

The principal behind the tour was to show some of the visitors to 
the Rotary World Convention in Singapore, a little of our vast  country. The 
overseas participants in the fly-about, consisted of 6 from England, 2 from 
Scotland, 2 from Jersey Island, 4 from Italy, 6 from Germany, 12 from New 
Zealand, and 10 from USA (including 2 from Alaska). From Australia we 
had 41 members (as chaperones ??). 16 aircraft were flown by Australians, 
the New Zealanders flew 2 aircraft  across, and the other overseas visitors 
hired 5 aircraft. So the Australians had crews of overseas visitors which 
added to the fellowship.

The tour started with a one day bus tour of the Darwin local area 
including the crocodile farm and wartime museum. The next day was 
another bus tour, to Cooinda and the Yellow Waters marshes near Jabaru 
where we saw a vast array of birds and crocodiles in their natural habitat.

After dispatching 23 aircraft at  1 minute intervals from the Darwin 
International/Military airport, we had a comfortable 2 hour flight down the 
coast  over the mud flats at  1500 feet to Kununurra, followed by a bus tour 
of the local farming area. The next  day included a boat  cruise up the Ord 
River to the Argyle Dam wall, a museum visit, and lunch at the small town 
of Argyle. That  night  we attended the outdoor barbecue Rotary meeting of 
the Rotary Club of Kununurra (membership about  30), which turned out to 
be their Change Over; a great night.
From Kununurra, we flew over the ancient  lava flow rocks near 
Thompson's plateau and falls, to Bigge Island, and then back to Drysdale 
Station for lunch and refuelling. Then on to, and up, the Prince Regeant 
river gorge, south along the coast to the horizontal water fall, west  over the 
myriad of small islands to Cape Leveque, and down the coast  to Broome; a 
full day's flying. The next morning we saw the sites of Broome by bus, and 
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visited the Cable Beach, museums, or went  for a camel ride. While in 
Broome we came across the museum details of a flying nurse, Robin 
Miller, who used to pilot  her Mooney throughout northern Western 
Australia. She would unceremoniously drop into small communities, and 
administer Sabin Vaccine mixed in sugar cubes to all the children in the 
area. She became known as the "Sugar Bird Lady". Her career spanned 15 
years, and was cut short when she died of cancer. Was this the start  of Polio 
Plus?

From Broome, we flew via Fitzroy Crossing to Halls Creek for 
refuelling and a picnic lunch. Then a low level flight over the Bungle 
Bungles mountains, Argyle Diamond mine, and the southern end of Lake 
Argyle, to Katherine; another full day. Next day we cruised the Katherine 
gorge, and at  night  attended the Rotary Club of Katherine's outdoor 
meeting. During the recent  floods, the club lost  most  of its regalia, 
including all its banners, so were thrilled to have the fellowship of IFFR 
and gain some banners.

From that  point, we all went  our separate ways; some back to 
Darwin to collect  luggage on their way home; others via Mount  Isa or 
Birdsville on the way South.

A KIWI’S VIEWPOINT  (from Keith Mitchell) 
We always knew Australia was big, but  after our Top-End fly-about 

we now know that  for sure. There were 12 New Zealanders who travelled 
over the Tasman to Darwin to take part  in the tour. Two crew flew their 
aircraft  over the water and back home again, to join with the other 21 
aircraft  for the Australian Experience. All New Zealanders have expressed 
just  what a wonderful adventure it  was and all have very fond memories of 
the hospitality, scenery and hidden treasures that are found within the top 
end of Australia. The organisation of the trip was superb and our thanks 
must go to Em Dawes and his willing helpers for the effort  they put in to 
see that all went so well.

The highlights briefly were:- the Kakadu National Park; Kununurra 
area, where the grass is so green and agriculture is prospering; the boat trip 
up the Ord River and the dam that  holds back Lake Argyle (14 times the 
size of Sydney Harbour); the landing and lunch at  Drysdale Station, so 
remote and cut off for long periods in the wet season; the history of Broome 
and its pearls; the Japanese bombing of Darwin and Broome; Katherine, 
which we had all heard about  in the floods some 18 months ago; and of 
course the flying which was carried out in cloudless days over vast areas of 
country where you could look as far as the eye could see in any direction of 
the compass and see only flat land; and last but  not  least the proof that 
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GPS's are pure magic. From us all here in New Zealand thanks for the 
opportunity to join with you. Rotary has brought us all closer together.

WORLD CONVENTION – BUENOS AIRES (Argentina)
June 2000

A number of Australian IFFR members attended the convention, 
Em & Nola Dawes, Malcolm & Phyllis McClure, Brian & Joyce Condon, 
Alan & Maisie Grady, Paul& Olive Carey, Graham & Josie Mockridge, Bill 
& Doris Hamilton. Most  included the convention as part of a tour of South 
America. Some visited places such as Quito capital of Equador, Galapagos 
Islands, Cusco and Machu Picchu, important places of the Inca Empire, 
Peru, Lake Titicaca 14000ft high on the border shared by Peru and Bolivia, 
the beautiful Lakes district between Puerto Montt, Chile and Baralochi, 
Argentina, the magnificent  Iguassu Falls on the border of Argentina and 
Brazil, and not forgetting the delightful city of Rio De Janeiro Brazil.

Aviation in South America was quite modern except for Equador 
where there were many Boeing 727’s and Focker Frendships still in service.

The fellowship between approx 80 IFFR members at the IFFR 
dinner and around the fellowship booth was at  its usual high standard. A 
number of Australians participated in the Post Convention Flyaway. 

 (comment from Sam Bishop)
In Argentina for the first time in history, IFFR chartered airplanes 

for a post-convention fly away. It  was marvelously successful and lots of 
FUN. While I love to be the pilot, it  was also fun to just  let someone else do 
the flying while I watched. Everyone got to fly in both the MetroLiner and 
the King Air. Four of us were lucky enough to fly in 00-GET, Eric Charlez' 
Bonanza, fresh in from a 10 3/4 hour flight  across the southern Atlantic 
Ocean.

The dinner dance Elena arranged on the top of our Buenos Aires 
hotel was spectacular, with the lights of the city all around us. A correct 
TANGO eluded most of us, but we had fun trying! Everyone had a great 
time, including one of our members who had his pocket picked that  day by 
a "master". The pick-pocket took his wallet out  of the front pocket, $85 
cash and one credit card, then put the wallet back in the pocket. All this 
while our member was thinking how smart  he was to put his wallet safely 
in the front pocket!

(report from Beverly Fogle)
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Flying Rotarians enjoy exploring the world in their airplanes. The 
2000 convention of Rotary International in Buenos Aires, provided the 
stimulus for discovery of South America for a group of 12 Yanks, 8 
Australians, 6 Italians, a Canadian and one intrepid Belgian, Eric Charlez, 
who flew his F-33 Bonanza through Africa and across the South Atlantic 
to Brazil before arriving in Buenos Aires. Since only one private plane 
had made the trip, we had chartered a MetroLiner and a King Air to 
transport  us on this odyssey. The hired pilots, especially the King Air 
owner-pilots, became part  of our fraternal group. While Ricardo spoke 
little English, Mercedes (yes, a female professional pilot in South 
America) did extra translating duty for us.

The first stop of our post-Convention Fly Away was Parana, a 
major historic city on the Parana River some 190 miles northwest of 
Buenos Aires. We enjoyed a parriIlada (Argentine barbecue) on an 
estancia (ranch), visited a school founded by Belgian nuns (where some 
of us gave impromptu geography lessons), and enjoyed a tango 
demonstration and scrumptious fish lunch. We even learned about  the 
production of Argentine sweets and "dulce de leche" (milk jam), and had 
time for boat  rides and fishing on the river. Lavish press coverage and a 
full day's attention by the Mayor prepared us for the superb dinner 
hospitality of the local Aero Club. We were clearly temporary 
celebrities in this small Argentine city.

Next stop was Foz de Iguazu, where the largest waterfall 
system in the world straddles the border between Brazil and Argentina. 
We landed in Argentina, to avoid the red tape of taking airplanes 
across the border. The falls were magnificent. We had time to view 
them from both the Brazilian and the Argentine sides on catwalks 
suspended along the rivers above and below the falls. Some of us also 
enjoyed a helicopter view and a small boat ride to the base of the falls 
(very, very wet!). Additional attractions included a side trip to the 
ruins of one of the Jesuit  missions in the area (try to get  the video of 
the Robert de Niro movie “The Mission”), and a stroll through an 
exotic bird sanctuary. The person-to-person highlight  had to be a 
dinner with local Rotarians at which people of twelve nations were 
present. There were many languages, and lots of international good 
will.

From Iguazu we flew to Concordia, where the press and local 
Rotarians met us. We were recognized everywhere we went  in this 
town. The Aero Club and Rotary Club hosted us at  another high energy 
dinner. A side trip into Uruguay provided a fascinating in-depth visit  to 
the Salto Grande hydroelectric dam. A short  stroll from our hotel took 
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us to the ruins of what was once the most  imposing house in the area. 
This little known spot has a place in both literary and aviation history. 
Antoine de St. Exupery spent  time here after one of his many crashes, 
a respite documented in the chapter entitled "Oasis" in his book 
“Wind, Sand and Stars”. His friendship with the precocious and nature-
loving children of the family is also considered to have provided 
inspiration for his most famous book, “The Little Prince”.
 And it  was time to return to Buenos Aires. But  as we pilots 
know -if you have time to spare, go by air. Eric got away promptly, as 
did the King Air. But  the MetroLiner wouldn't  start! After a frustrating 
day of waiting and a bit more of camaraderie, we finally arrived in 
Buenos Aires in the rain, a mere six hours late. 

WORLD CONVENTION – SAN ANTONIO (Texas)
June 2001

Following the Rotary Convention in San Antonio, twenty planes loaded 
with Flying Rotarians from around the world gathered at or somewhere near 
Stinson Field to begin the Great American Southwest  Fly-away. It  was a 
highly varied collection of planes. Some were slow, some were fast, some 
were rented. Some of the pilots were intimately familiar with flying in the 
great  southwest  while others were just getting their American flight jargon 
under control.

A mini-course in mountain flying was held after the annual meeting, for 
the special benefit  of those who might not be accustomed to high altitude 
operations, desert weather phenomena (particularly thunderstorms) and 
rugged terrain. The terrain turned out to be not much of a problem, but the 
altitude did present  challenges (Bryce Canyon airport is at  7586’ AMSL). We 
were able to avoid the thunderstorms, at least when flying.

The first day of flying was relatively uneventful. We eventually all 
(almost) gathered at  Big Spring, Texas, where we had lunch with local 
Rotarians. Then on to Midland, home of the Confederate Air Force Museum. 
The Confederate Air Force collects and displays virtually every plane that 
flew in World War II. This was a most impressive exhibit  of aircraft, and the 
presentations brought  life to many facets of that war with which most of us 
were unfamiliar.

Next stop was Carlsbad Caverns National Park. The hike was a 
substantial one for many of us as we wound our way through literally miles 
of dramatically lighted echoing chambers. Seeing (?) the tiny bats leave 
the cave at dusk was deemed by some to be a misadventure, and by others 
(maybe with better seating?) an awesome experience!
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Granny’s Theatre entertained us that evening with an old fashioned 
melodrama. Plus, we entertained each other – most  professionally, of course. 
Bet you didn’t know popcorn could be a dangerous weapon!

On to Santa Fe. Lots of confusion about  hotel rooms tested our patience 
and good humor, but  it all worked out well. This is truly a shopping mecca, 
and those who had seen enough of air museums finally had their play day. 
Wonderful art galleries! (I neglected to buy --- now I must go back!) The 
excursion to Taos was icing on the New Mexico cake.

Farmington was the jumping-off place for Mesa Verde National Park, 
with the fascinating cliff dwellings. Such sophisticated communities --- 
where did all those people go? But  the stairs leading down and then back up 
strained many a muscle. We all were in slightly better shape after that 
exercise.

The flight from Farmington to Bryce provided our first real mountain 
terrain and high altitude operations. Various scenic routes were taken, and a 
variety of adventures shared. Four of us did a formation takeoff and flew over 
the Grand Canyon, after playing around down low over Lake Powell. The 
airspace around Grand Canyon National Park is tightly regulated, but so far 
we haven’t heard of anyone being violated. What a marvelous vista to be able 
to share with your Rotarian friends!

Bryce is just  plain fascinating. We were able to hike around and among 
the pillars, marvel at the colors in the changing light, and experience the 
serenity for which this desert  area is so famous. Lots of photographs were 
taken, none of which can truly show the magnificence and extent  of this red 
rock area.

The North Rim of the Grand Canyon was our next  destination. A bus 
ride was the usual mixed blessing --- too long, but lots of opportunity for 
sharing, including appreciating our batch of would-be stand up comics. This 
view of the canyon is reputed to be the most  spectacular, and many of us 
agreed. Once again, our photos are simply not adequate.

A western barbecue dinner included a semi-improvised play, built 
around the stars of stage and screen among our members. Who knew there 
was such talent with the ranks of IFFR? We’ve had lots of opportunities to 
discover these hidden talents on this trip.

Many left  the group at this point, especially those heading on west. The 
balance of the group returned to San Antonio via Amarillo, and had the 
opportunity to visit  the Palo Duro Canyon and enjoy the modest  outdoor 
spectacle entitled simply “Texas”. As if anything in Texas can be simple or 
modest!

 (report by Beverly Fogle)
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WORLD CONVENTION – PORTUGAL (Spain)
June 2002
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WORLD CONVENTION = BRISBANE (Australia)
PRE  CONVENTION FLY-AROUND
NEW ZEALAND
June 2003

New Zealand IFFR members planned a one week trip that  prior to 
the 2003 RI Convention in Brisbane. The Fly-About started and ended at 
Palmerston North in the south central portion of the north island, and with 3 
nights spent  on the south island. In addition, arrangements had been made 
with The Catalina Group to participate in the Fly-About. Many of the club 
members just happen to be Flying Rotarians. This plane could 
accommodate 16 of our travellers in addition to 4 crew, thus eliminating the 
search for aircraft, license validations and checkouts plus giving an 
opportunity to fly in this vintage warbird.

Saturday morning after a group weather briefing, we headed for our 
aircraft. Our first attempt  to fly to Palmerston North was vetoed by low 
clouds and fog. After lunch, we tried again, going a different route, and 
things went well this time. One of the 11 aircraft participating in the Fly-
About was an Aerostar flown from Plainview, Texas by Dr. Mike Graves, 
chair of the IFFR Americas South Central Section.

Sunday to Marlborough on the northern part  of the south island for 
a museum and winery. Then, it  was a flight to Hanmer Springs where we 
enjoyed individual dinners and the famous hot springs pools. The airport 
was another grass strip, this one doubling as a sheep pasture, and the sheep 
had left their many signatures on the ground.

Monday morning had us at  Wigrarn Airport, a suburb of 
Christchurch. This was the location of the NZ RAF Museum. The next leg 
took us toward our planned stop near Wanaka. Due to weather we set down 
at Omarama. The organizers had the bus come to pick us up.

Tuesday the bus took us to Queenstown, the furthest south we went. 
A steamboat took us across the lake to the Walter Peak High Country Farm 
for lunch at the farmhouse (a lovely building in a stunning setting). While 
there, we saw a demonstration of how sheep are herded by a sheepdog, 
what kinds of wool different sheep produce, and saw  sheep sheering.
We wish to thank all those New Zealanders who made the trip possible. The 
leadership (and humour) of Section President Phil Pacey, the help of Wayne 
Scott  in Auckland, Ian Wood who made lodging arrangements elsewhere, 
Colin Kay, who did ground arrangements, Michael Bryant, who did the 
flight  briefings and air planning, Mike Hoggard, who provided the dairy 
farm with “the Rotary,” and of course the crew of the PBY, Chris Snelson 
(Capt.), Bruce Sinton (FO), Roger Leadbeater (crew) and Fred (only non 
IFFR crew). Some of these guys had so much fun, they joined us on the 
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Australian fly about (Pacey, Bryant, Leadbeater) or at least met us there 
(Snelson).

WORLD CONVENTION = BRISBANE (Australia)
POST CONVENTION FLY-AROUND
NORTH QUEENSLAND
June 2003

The 2003 World Convention of Rotary was held in Brisbane at the 
beginning of June. As is the tradition, visiting members of the International 
Fellowship of Flying Rotarians were invited to join the Australian members 
in a fly-away after the convention, to North Queensland. There were 97 
participants from 9 countries, travelling in 30 aircraft. There was 41 from 
Australia (19 from NSW, 14 from Vic, 6 from Qld, and 2 from SA), 33 
from USA, 10 from New Zealand, 6 from England, 2 from Scotland, 2 from 
Jersey (Channel Islands), 1 each from Belgium, Norway, and St  Lucia. One 
aircraft  was flown from New Zealand via Norfolk Island and Lord Howe 
Island.

We assembled at Redcliffe airport, just north of Brisbane, met  our 
crews, and distributed the luggage to ensure no aircraft  was overloaded. All 
aircraft  headed out soon after lunch, for Roma (a 2-1/2 flight) via or 
tracking near, Tarong Power Station and coal mine, Kingaroy, and 
Chinchilla.

At Roma, after settling into our Motel, we were given a tour of 
“The Big Rig”, a collection and museum of equipment and memorabilia of 
the early 1900s oil and gas discoveries of the area. The museum had a 
feature showing the development of oil and gas deposits over the millions 
of years. After dark, they presented a ½ hour audio/visual of the early 
community, including a screen projection, and numerous back lit  on-the-
side features of tent living and derrick erection; an entertaining and 
informative presentation. We were then bussed to a property about ½ an 
hour from Roma for a combined Rotary meeting/barbecue. Music 
entertainment was provided by a very talented 11 year old country and 
western singer, accompanied by his father. 

Next morning (Friday), we headed for Longreach (a 3 hour flight) 
some of us tracking east  of the direct  route, and finding some interesting 
escarpments on the Great Dividing Range, 30 miles East  of Blackall. We 
arrived at Longreach a little after lunch and settled into the motel for a two 
night  stay. Mid afternoon we were given a tour of the Longreach School of 
Distant  Education facilities, where 300 children, preschool to year 10, in an 
area twice the size of Victoria, are educated by correspondence, radio 
communication, and the occasional face-to-face contact with a teacher. 
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Forty teachers are employed to run the school, and each group has a ½ hour 
radio session per day. Thirty years ago, governess’ accounted for 70% of 
the schooling supervisors in the home, but now they account for only 10%, 
with mothers making up the other 90% due to the down turn of the rural 
industry. Late afternoon, we were bussed to the Thomson billabong, for a 
river boat cruise and camp-fire dinner. It is said that  it is the cleanest river, 
as there is no “P” in the “Thomson”. After the cruise, and viewing the 
sunset, we were entertained by a “swagman”, Jimmy Moonshine, on the 
digerido and guitar, while we were fed beef stew and damper on enamel tin 
plates, washed down with fire brewed Billy tea.  

On Saturday, we were free to visit the various tourist  attractions. 
The Stockman’s Hall of Fame was packed with audio visuals depicting the 
Australian way of life in the early 1900s, and had a very interesting new 
section on the discovery of Australia. The QANTAS museum which was 
housed in the old hanger, has been extended with a new building housing a 
lot  of art, a theatre, and a number of working models. A retired QANTAS 
Jumbo  is parked in the car park as an aviation museum and exhibition. 
That evening, we had a special fellowship dinner at  the motel, with two 
representatives from the local Rotary club.

There was an early start  on Sunday morning for the long flight (4 
hours) to Cairns, with all 30 pilots required to file flight  plans. Some 
stopped for a break and refuel at Hughenden or Charters towers. Area 
Control allocated individual radar surveillance codes, 160 miles from 
Cairns. It was an interesting experience for those entering Cairns control 
from the west, as we were instructed to descend to 1500 feet, but  all we 
could see were hills at  4500 feet. Then suddenly a small gap appeared in the 
hills and there is Cairns; but where is the airport? We were to proceed for a 
right  base 15, but could still not locate the airfield. We were then directed 
around another hill and there it was; local knowledge! I must say though, 
the controllers were very patient with the 30 aircraft  arriving fairly close 
together, and some piloted by overseas visitors. When the last aircraft 
landed, it  was directed to the last parking spot on the airfield. However, 5 
high wing aircraft  were parked on hard stand with no tie down facilities. 
That was a worry with the possibility of high winds.

After everyone had arrived, parked, and unloaded, we were bussed 
(20 minutes) to Trinity Beach, where our accommodation was shared 
apartments; very comfortable. Meals at  Cairns were not  allowed for in the 
tour fees, so evening barbecues were a popular choice. Monday was a free 
day, to allow for any arrival delays due to weather, and to obtain barbecue 
supplies, service aircraft, and check out the shops. I was able to shift the 
‘plane to a vacated tie down area. What a relief!
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With an early start  on Tuesday, we were bussed to the Cairns 
marina, to board the catamaran “Ocean Spirit” for a 1 hour trip to 
Michaelmas Cay; a picturesque reef sand island, surrounded by coral 
gardens teeming with an incredible diversity of marine life, and host to 
27,000 migratory seabirds. It  is one of the most  important  nesting sights in 
the Southern Hemisphere and as such is a protected seabird sanctuary. The 
Barrier Reef was right next  to the beach and only ½ metre below the water 
surface. Using a punt and speed boats, we were transported to one of six 
areas; snorkelling near the beach, bird watching on the beach, learner scuba 
diving on shallow reef, part  experience scuba diving in deeper water, 
qualified scuba diving in deep water, and glass bottom semi-submersible 
reef viewing. After spending an hour in the snorkel field I can say the 
colours, the swaying soft coral, the myriad of fish, the giant clams, and the 
small sharks, made for an experience never to be forgotten. Although the 
semi submersible allowed us to see the deeper reef, and the giant  turtles, the 
double glass meant  that  a lot of the colour was lost. We returned to Cairns 
in late afternoon, after a most enjoyable day.

Wednesday was “rainforest” day. It  started with a train trip from 
Cairns, into the mountain to Kuranda. There was plenty to see and 
photograph from the train, and a 10 minute stop half way up allowed 
photographs of the Barron Falls. At  Kuranda we visited the Rainforestation 
Nature Park with Koalas, Kangaroos, Snakes, Crocodiles, boomerang and 
spear throwing, and corobborie dances. The area is very fertile and has 
produced a variety of crops including coffee, nuts, strawberries, maize, 
potatoes, tee-tree, and flowers. We were taken on a 40 minute trip on a 
1942 ex-army Dukw through the rainforest, with explanations of the plants 
and animals by experienced rangers. After lunch we boarded the Sky-Rail 
for the trip back to Cairns. The Skyrail was constructed in 1995, is 7.5 Km 
long, and can carry up 700 passengers per hour in each direction. There are 
32 towers (the tallest 40.5m) and two intermediate stations that  allow short 
hikes to explore the forest floor of the rainforest. 

On Thursday, the plan was to fly to Hamilton Island. However, the 
weather was anything but  inviting, with low cloud and forecasts of coastal 
rain and fog. So we sat  and talked and enjoyed the fellowship at  the North 
Queensland Aero Club until 1 pm, at which time it  was decided the weather 
had improved enough to make the trip. The aircraft  were loaded and we 
taxied to the holding point, only to find that the tower controller was 
ensuring that  each ‘plane, including jets, were out of site before the next 
one was released. So he only released the aircraft  in ¼ hour spacing. I had 
been sitting in line for over an hour before being given take off clearance. 
Once clear of the Cairns control area, we proceeded down the coast, with 
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aircraft  at various levels between 7500 and 1500 feet. There were military 
exercises at  Townsville, and we feared there could be considerable delays. 
However, Townsville had been notified of our intentions and vectored us to 
track South across the centre of the airfield at   3000, 2000, and 1500 feet 
stacks, while the jets took off from West to East  underneath us; quite 
spectacular. The coast is very scenic, particularly South of Townsville and 
worth viewing from 1500 feet. As there was a lot  of cloud on the hills near 
Hamilton Island, we chose to track further South and then turn East past  all 
the hills and end up on right  base for 14. As the airstrip virtually starts at 
water edge, the approach is over sea, with the wind blowing spray over the 
‘plane. After unloading, and randdaugh we were bussed to the Reef View 
Hotel; a 19 floor prestige establishment with huge rooms and all mod cons. 
By this time it was dusk and we took the shuttle bus to find a place for 
evening meal. 

On Friday we checked out  the facilities and noted the abundance of 
birds (mainly white Cockatoos) and golf buggies. The company we hired 
our buggy from had over 1000 units, and there were three other firms 
hiring. You could choose from a two seat, four seat  back to back, four seat 
conventional, or six seater. We also saw a number set up as utilities for 
service people and vans for delivery. I counted 23 buggies driving through 
one intersection in one minute. The birds are a problem and there are signs 
every where requesting you not  to feed the birds. They will land on your 
arm and try to thieve your ice cream. One couple left  the balcony door open 
(you are warned not too) and the birds virtually destroyed the room. 

After lunch we were taken on a 20 minute catamaran cruise to a 
beach for a swim. There was no reef but  the water was crystal clear and the 
sand so fine and so white. Some stayed on board and watched the giant 
turtles swimming close by.

On return to our hotel, we made our way to the local Italian 
restaurant for our farewell dinner and combined world wide Rotary 
meeting. There were many speeches of significance, and a “fine” session 
that went  on for ages and had everyone in fits of laughter. A fitting 
conclusion to a magnificent tour.

Even with an early start  on  Saturday, it  was a 4-1/2 hour flight 
back to Brisbane. We chose to fly inland over the Canarvon Range, and 
break our journey at Emereld. At Redcliffe, by the time our friends had 
retrieved their extra luggage, and everyone had said their farewells, it was 
too late to head for home, so we procured accommodation for the night. 
Total flight time was 27 hours.

Next day, the weather was fine, but  the forecast winds gave no joy 
to the pilots. The New Zealand crew were faced with 45 knot head winds 
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across to Lord Howe Island, which would have left  their fuel reserves 
dangerously low. So they opted to stay another day. 
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WORLD CONVENTION – OSAKA  (Japan)
June 2004

“Aloaha”. Great word. In Hawaiian it means hello, goodbye, love. 
Mahalo is Hawaiian for thank you. I can’t pronounce either without 
thinking of Joe and Gail Kiefer, hosts of our recent IFFR Fly-about. 

IFFR members and spouses from three continents toured the 
beautiful islands following the RI International Convention in Osaka. The 
fellowship with new and old friends was as wonderful as the stunning 
venues. From Oahu came Joe and Gail Keifer, from the dry and wet sides 
of the big island. Steve and Joanna Bobko-Millenaar, and Cheryl and Eliot 
Merk joined us for bits of the tour. Alan and Maisie Grady came from New 
South Wales, Australia. From Europe, Alisma Clark and new World IFFR 
President Angus Clark, Belgium pilots Philippe Godfroid and 
intercontinental explorer Eric Charlez, and Swedes Marianne and Christer 
Liljenstrand. Americans included Caryl and Brian Anderson, Beverly 
Fogle, Fannie and Buddy Hall, Diana and Phil Livingston, Shirley and 
Peter Moore, Greta and Bert  Vos. Texas sent  outgoing IFFR World 
President  Tony Watson, wife Jane and children Ann, Nancy and Peter, 
Texas Rotarian Lynn Miller and two pilots, daughter Tonia and hubby 
Rocky, and Texan Cynthia Graves and her chief pilot, your writer. This was 
truly a great group to share stories about life and flying.

Cynthia and I arrived in Honolulu a couple days early to get 
checked out in the 172SP.  Bev Fogle had arranged for the three of us to 
explore Oahu. Hiking the north shore and snorkelling in Hanauma Bay 
eased the jetlag before I, frightened by 172 checkout instructor, caused a 
north shore sailplane instructor to seriously question his chose profession. 
Then a trip to Pearl Harbour with Peter and Shirley Moore.

After briefing the morning of and evening before with our CFI host 
Joe, we launched from Honolulu International on Sunday, 20th May. Bev 
and I elected a photo stop on Lania en-route to Kona. I discovered great 
snorkelling near our King Kamiemea Hotel. Steve Bobkp and Joanna 
hosted a wonderful reception and dinner that night  at  their magnificent 
oceanfront home. The following day we toured Hawaii (the BIG island) by 
bus. The tour was superb and informative, and the bus fellowship was 
great. Our group photo of the trip was taken at  Rainbow Falls just outside 
Hilo, a city which became special to me when I first saw it after ten hours 
and forty minutes over water. Hilo is the home of IFFR member Eliot and 
Cheryl Merk. The big island included visits to the southern most  point in 
the US, the bay of Capitan Cook’s execution by unhappy Hawiians, stops at 
the active volcano Kilauea, and great  views of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa 
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from Waimea. We explored traditional Hawaiin culture at  Puuhonua O 
Honaunau Historical Park and climbed through the Turston lava tube. 

After a very full day of circumnavigating the island by bus, the 
next  day was free for individual recreation. I dove with the Millers and 
snorkelled a bit. After the day of rest, we again circumnavigated Hawaii, 
this time in little airplanes.

 The tour two days before was a great  orientation to our flight  down 
the west and up the east coast of the BIG island. We carefully avoided 
simultaneous use of the airspace over the active lava flow from Kilauea, 
which spilled into the steaming Pacific beneath our aircraft. Around Hilo 
and up the north shore, we passed dozens of spectacular waterfalls before a 
brief over water flight to the east end of Maui, the site of Lindberg’s last 
year and burial site near Hana. Continuing past  Haleakala volcano we 
hugged Oahu’s north shore to land in Kahului. A rest at  the Maui Coast 
Hotel left  us ready to bus to the Old Lahauina Luau, which provided a 
tremendous meal, traditional show, and welcome to Maui. 

The bus the next  morning, Thursday, went by the airport where a 
few of us offloaded to do our own Maui tour, meeting the bus in Hana after 
it  wound past  hundreds of waterfalls on the north coast  of Maui. We fliers 
toured the moon-like landscape of the huge Haleakala volcano from an 
appropriate altitude before lunch. The flight was repeated after lunch for 
members who had bussed to the Lindberg gravesite, where many a flying 
Rotarian was photographed above the aviation pioneer’s resting place. 

Friday brought  more great weather, the trade winds blowing us first 
to Kalaupapa below the towering cliffs and waterfalls of the north shore of 
Molokai. A picnic lunch was followed by an exclusive tour of the 
Kalaupapa National Historical Park, site of leper colony run for years by 
the legendary Father Damien, who succumbed to leprosy after serving 
those exiled to this remote peninsula for years. Our tour in the rattletrap bus 
was conducted by a knowledgeable former inhabitant  of the colony, himself 
afflicted by leprosy. A brief over water jaunt that afternoon returned us to 
Honolulu, many of our aircraft  taking the long route to circumnavigate the 
modest-sized Oahu before returning to Honolulu International. 

Saturday left us on the ground for a group trip to Kaneohe Bay, 
where we feasted on board our tourist  yacht, explored the sand bars and 
snorkelled the reef. By now we had become accustomed to living and 
playing in paradise. Monday took back to our aircraft for a little longer 
water trip to the legendary beauty of Kauai. We toured this unbelievable 
island with out  most knowledgeable tour guide yet, from Princeville and 
Hanalae Bay in the north, circling the wettest  place on earth, Mt. Waialeale 
on our return past  seascapes and waterfalls, to our aircraft, where, for many 
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of us, the most  spectacular tour of Kauai began, as we circled south around 
this made-for-movies island, past  Waimea Canyon to the legendary Na Pali 
Coast, where clouds kept us from seeing the cliff tops. An IFR pop-up to 
VFR on top brought us back to Honolulu. 
  Monday the fly-about concluded with a tour of the USS Arizona 
Memorial and the National Cemetery of the Pacific as well as the USS 
Missouri for almost  the entire group. Having seen some of this before with 
Shirley and Peter, I joined Bev in putting a few more hours on our 172 and 
returning for another day on Kauai and a drive up Waimea Canyon until we 
stood overlooking the Na Pali coast.

We concluded the day with a banquet  at our host hotel, the Princess 
Kaiulani in Waikiki. It  was quite difficult  to say goodbye to all the friends 
we have come to love and admire in the course of this and many other fly-
abouts. I never fail to learn something new and helpful from each of these 
remarkable men and women. 

Monday evening we toasted our incoming and outgoing 
international presidents, Angus Clark and Tony Watson. Words in English 
fail to convey our thanks for what we had enjoyed thanks to a year of very 
hard work by Joe Keifer. I speak for us all in saying to our dear Hawaiian 
friend, “Mahalo, Joe. Aloaha.”

(Mike Grave)

REPORT by the EVENTS CHAIRMAN
      Thirty-one Rotarians, spouses and family members assembled at 
Honolulu International Airport  (PHNL) early Sunday morning, May 30, 
2004 to begin nine days of flying in the Hawaiian Islands.  We were met by 
perfect flying weather for the first leg of the flight.  This turned out to be a 
good omen because the good weather (sunshine, blue skies, scattered 
clouds, northeast  trade winds and temperatures in the 80s) and a lot  of  
good luck followed us for the entire Fly Away.

Our fleet  of two Piper Arrows, a Piper Saratoga, four Cessna 172’s 
and a chartered Piper Chieftain departed VFR to the southeast on a 140 NM 
flight  to the Kona Airport on the Island of Hawaii.  The flight took us over 
the Islands of Lanai and Kahoolawe (kah ho oh lav e).  Lanai is owned by 
Dole Food Company and was formerly a large pineapple plantation. Two 
large resort  hotels now provide employment to its 1500 residents. 
Kahoolawe is uninhabited and was used by the United States as a target 
island until the 1980’s.  The US Government  just finished a $500 million 
clean up of the island and is restoring the land to its former condition. 

The locals call the Island of Hawaii the “Big Island” since it is over 
twice a big as all the other Hawaiian Islands combined.  We soon learned it 
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is getting bigger every day. The Hawaiian Islands are volcanic, formed as 
the Pacific tectonic plate moves northwest  over a hot spot  in the earth’s 
mantel. Five volcanoes form the Big Island. Two, Mauna Kea and Mauna 
Loa, are over 13,000 feet  above sea level. One, Kilauea, is currently over 
the hot spot  and very much active. On arrival we checked in to the King 
Kamehameha Hotel located on the ocean in the town of Kailua-Kona.  This 
was our headquarters for the next three days on the Big Island.

Our first event  turned out to be a great way to start the adventure.  
IFFR member Steve Bobko-Hillenaar and his wife Joanna, along with the 
Rotary Club of Kona, Hawaii, hosted a spectacular Welcome Dinner for us 
at  their oceanfront home.  We arrive after a short walk from the hotel to be 
greeted by Hawaiian music, flower leis and a generous helping of Aloha.

“Aloha” (ah low ha) is a Hawaiian concept that we were to 
experience over and over again. On one level the word means both hello 
and good-bye.  On a deeper level, aloha is a spirit  of love, friendliness, 
cooperation and empathy that  makes us all members of a family.  It  is the 
glue that holds Hawaiian society together and makes these Islands a very 
special and beautiful place.

Dinner with Steve and Joanna started with refreshments on their 
lanai overlooking a white sand beach and ocean swimming pools formed by 
old lava rock.  We watched the sun go down over the Pacific Ocean before 
turning our attention to the good food and more fellowship with the Kona 
Rotarians and IFFR member Eliot Merk and his wife Cheryl who flew their 
Mooney over from Hilo, on the other side of the Big Island, to join us for 
dinner. 

Day two of the adventure was a ground tour of the Big Island.  Our 
first  stop was a coffee plantation where we tasted some of the world famous 
Kona brand coffee. Our second stop was a place of more historic 
significance – the City of Refuge on Kealakakua (kay allah kah coo ah) 
Bay. In Hawaiian society, a person who had broken one of the numerous 
laws (kapus) could escape punishment (usually death) by entering this place 
of refuge.  All they had to do was slip past  the guards and scale a ten-foot 
high lava rock wall.  The Bay itself is significant as the place where Captain 
James Cooke, the western discoverer of the Hawaiian Islands, was killed.  
A monument marks the spot.

The tour continued south along the shoreline alternatively passing 
through lush vegetation and black cinder areas of recent (this century) lava 
flows.  We stopped to visit two green sea turtles resting on a black sand 
beach at Punalu’u. The black sand is formed when a lava flow reaches the 
cold ocean water and explodes into fine sand. 
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Our first  long stop was at the museum and restaurant of the Hawaii 
Volcanoes National Park located just above the caldera of Kilauea Volcano.  
The scenery is rugged, stark and moon like. The lava flows are so recent 
that little vegetation has had a chance to take hold.  We had a chance to hike 
to the edge of the caldera for a VERY close view and to walk through an 
old lava tube, formed when the surface of a lava flow cools and solidifies 
while the underlying lava flows away.  

Twenty miles past  Kilauea we were in a completely different 
climate.  From the town of Hilo north along the entire windward (east) 
coast  of the Big Island there is little but  small towns, lush green vegetation, 
countless waterfalls and grand views of the Pacific Ocean. Hawaii is in the 
northeast trade wind belt and the trade winds bring abundant rain to the 
north and east sides of the Hawaiian Islands.  You don’t  know what tropical 
means until you experience the lush greenery this produces.

Our stops along this stretch of the road were mainly to visit  water 
falls and for refreshments – ice cream and the Portuguese equivalent of a 
donut, a “Malasada”, which are about 700 calories of sugar and dough 
each. At the small town of Honoka’a we turned inland and climbed to 3000 
feet to pass through the town of Waimea and the Parker Ranch, one of the 
largest cattle ranches in the United States.  Our scenery turned from lush 
tropical green to pasture land and then to dry, black lava flows and rocks as 
we started down the leeward (west) side of the Big Island.  Our day ended 
as we drove under a double rainbow entering the town of Kailua-Kona.

Day three was a free day with the group scattering to go scuba 
diving, ?????? shopping, sun bathing, local flying, and a fair amount of 
sitting around the hotel and relaxing.

Day four was our day to change islands.  The group, augmented by 
Eliot Merk’s Mooney, departed Kailua-Kona Airport  at  0900 for a flight  to 
Kahalui airport (PHOG) on the Island of Maui.  It  is a short  flight  if you go 
direct but we opted for the 240nm scenic route counter clockwise around 
the Big Island.  This gave us the opportunity to see from the air what we 
had seen from the ground two days before, and then some.  We flew over 
South Point, which is the southern most point of both Hawaii and the 
United States.  Next in order was a flyover of the spot where the active lava 
from Kilauea Volcano is entering the ocean. 

As we passed Hilo we went over or under a ten mile stretch of the 
only clouds we encountered on the trip.  After that it  was smooth flying in 
blue skies up the windward coast of the Big Island for an aerial view of the 
beautiful waterfalls and green valleys and cliffs of the Hamakua Coast. We 
then crossed the Alenuihaha (allah new e ha ha) Channel between the Big 
Island and Maui and flew up the windward coast  of Maui to the airport.  
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This took us over the remote town of Hana and the virtually unsettled fifty 
miles of coastline between Hana and the population centres of Maui.  Maui 
is one of the few places in Hawaii that still grows pineapple. Mike Graves 
made our wait for the bus at  the airport a lot  easier by carving a ripe, 
freshly picked and incredibly sweet pineapple for us

We checked into the Maui Coast Hotel in Kihei on the leeward 
(south) shore of Maui. After a couple of hours to rest and refresh we were 
off to the evening’s entertainment – a Hawaiian luau in the historic whaling 
town of Lahaina.  This was our first  introduction to real Hawaiian food, 
including pig cooked in an imu (an underground oven) and it was delicious.  
The luau was outdoors on the beach offering another great view of the 
sunset before the start of the food and entertainment. The entertainment was 
Hawaiian and Tahitian dancing (hula) and music, telling the story of Hawaii 
from the Polynesian’s initial 2,000nm migration from Tahiti in open canoes 
in the seventh century to the present day.

Day five saw our group split into two.  The more adventuresome 
opted for an all day tour clockwise around the 10,000 foot Haleakala 
Volcano with stops in Hana and at the grave of Charles Lindbergh in the 
small community of Kipahulu where his family maintained a home for 
many years before his death.  The less adventuresome (known locally as the 
wimps) opted for a half-day tour to Haleakala National Park at  the summit 
of Haleakala Volcano and a lunch and shopping stop on the way down at 
the former cowboy (and now shops and art galleries) town of Makawao 
(maw ka wow) in “Up Country” Maui.

Day six was our three-island day.  We departed Maui at  0930 
heading for Cape Halawa on the northeast  tip of the Island of Molokai. 
From Cape Halawa it  is a ten-mile flight to Kalaupapa (kah lau papa), our 
first  destination for the day.  These are, however, probably the most 
spectacular ten miles of flying you can find.  The north shore of Molokai 
consists of 2000-foot sea cliffs (as seen in the movie Jurassic Park) 
interspersed with deep green valleys and too many waterfalls to count.  A 
morning flight  along this coast at 1000 to 1500 feet is truly a trip to 
remember. 

Kalaupapa is located on a low peninsula jutting out  from the 
Molokai north shore sea cliffs that, except for a mule and hiking trail that 
climbs 1800 feet  with 26 switchbacks, isolate it  from the rest Molokai.  The 
isolation was the primary factor leading to the establishment  of Kalaupapa 
as a Hansen’s Disease (formally known as leprosy) settlement in the 1860’s.  
We arrived at the 2,700-foot airstrip located on the tip of the peninsula to be 
met by our tour guide, Richard Marks, one of the former patients who is 
also the sheriff of the settlement. Kalaupapa is a place of beauty and 
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sadness.  From the 1860’s to the 1950’s over 7,000 patients (mostly 
Hawaiians who were particularly susceptible to the disease) were brought 
here to die. Most are buried in the numerous graveyards.  In the early days 
they were simply tossed off the transport  ships and left to fend for 
themselves. A Belgium priest, Father Damien, and Catholic priests and 
nuns brought better care and treatment of the patients starting in the 1880’s.

The Territory of Hawaii stopped sending patients to Kalaupapa in 
the 1950’s when newly developed drugs brought the disease under control.  
The settlement  today consist  of about 40 former patients who have elected 
to live out their lives there and about an equal number of staff.  When the 
former patients are gone, the settlement  will become a national monument, 
a transition that  is already in progress. Our school bus ride across the 
peninsula gave us a chance to visit  the site of the original hospital that was 
torn down decades ago and the church that was built  by Father Damien, the 
last remaining building of the original settlement.  We also got some 
spectacular views down the north shore sea cliffs and islands.  The 
highlight  of the trip, however, was listening to Richard Marks talk about  the 
history and life of the settlement.

We departed Kalaupapa around 1400 for the 53nm flight to 
Honolulu on the Island of Oahu.  Most  of us flew around Oahu before 
approaching Honolulu International Airport (PHNL) from the north.  This 
gave us a chance to see the famous north shore surfing beaches and to flight 
directly over Pearl Harbor on our approach to the airport.  Our day ended 
with a bus ride to the Princess Kaiulani Hotel in Waikiki, our home for the 
remainder of the Fly Away.

Day seven was our swimming and ????? day.  We took a boat  tour 
on Kaneohe Bay on the windward side of Oahu.  Kaneohe Bay is protected 
by a barrier reef so the water is smooth and great  for diving.  We also were 
blessed with blue skies and gentle trade winds making it  a perfect  day for 
swimming. The boat  first anchored on a sand bar in warm water to let us 
practice ?????? and for a barbecued hamburger lunch.  We then shifted 
anchorage to a patch of coral and had the chance to swim with reef fishes 
over the shallow coral.  It was a great experience.

Day eight found most  of us back in the air again for an optional day 
flight  to the Island of Kauai, the northwest most  inhabited Hawaiian island.  
This was our longest  flight over water, some 90nm one way.  Most of us 
flew into the Lihue Airport  (PHLI) on the southeast  shore.  Our charter 
Piper chieftain, however, had a left  strut  problem, got a late start  out of 
Honolulu and opted to fly to Princeville Airport on the northwest  shore.  
We all got together again in Hanalei, a town on the northwest coast  of 
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Kauai where the movie  South Pacific was filmed. The scenery is 
spectacular.

After lunch we return by van to Lihue airport.  A few of us flew 
around Kauai before returning to Honolulu. We missed some great views of 
the coast  because of clouds and rain but did get bragging rights to say we 
flew completely around all of the major islands of Hawaii.

Our final day was on Oahu and started with visit  to the USS 
Arizona Memorial at.  The USS Arizona was sunk during the attack on 
Pearl Harbour on December 7, 1941.  This marked America’s entry into 
World War II.  The memorial is a white arch build over the hull of the ship 
where the bodies of the 1,117 men who died in the attack are entombed.  It 
is a very moving place.

We next  visited the battleship USS Missouri, moored next to the 
USS Arizona memorial. The Japanese surrender was signed on the USS 
Missouri in Tokyo Bay on September 2, 1945.  The two ships, side by side, 
thus mark the beginning and end of World War II for America.

Our final event  of the day and of the Fly Away was a farewell 
dinner that evening at  the Princess Kaiulani Hotel.  The fellowship was as 
good as the food and wine, the speeches were short and we all were left 
with the warm feeling you have when you have just  had a really good time 
with really good friends. (Joe Kiefer)
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WORLD CONVENTION – CHICAGO (USA)
June 2005
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OUR  WORLD  PRESIDENT’S

TOUR  of  DUTY
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IFFR WORLD PRESIDENT =  BRIAN CONDON
1994-1996

After an eventful flight to Cheribah in Queensland May 1981, little 
did I expect to fly home as Vice President responsible for the Australian 
Section of the IFFR?  I also did not dream of what lay before me.  These 
were the early days of IFFR in Australia, and due to the sterling work of Sir 
Frank Sharpe, Brian Bloxom and Sheldon Chadwick I had the makings of a 
very strong Section.  At the time of handover we had a membership of 93, 
and when it  was time for me to hand over in 1994 we had a membership of 
288.  We had no structure in our Section, as I found that I was the lot ie. 
Secretary, Treasurer, Reporter, Flyin Manager, Directory Publisher, etc.  
After several years we became more organised and were able to ease my 
burden by gradually appointing members to carry out  the various duties, 
and finally became a-fully fledged Section in our own right.  I endeavoured  
to keep in constant  contact  with our World President, Secretary/Treasurer 
and Bulletin Editor, and as a result we were always well represented in the 
IFFR World Bulletin.

In June 1992, as with Cheribah I went to the International 
Convention in Orlando Florida looking forward to the IFFR fellowship that 
I had discovered, and came away as the IFFR President  Elect for years 
1994-1996.  This entailed two solid years of planning for my term in office.  
Finally the day came in June 1994 at  the Convention in Taipei when Don 
Bymaster handed over the reins to me.  In doing so he made the comment 
that there was nothing more past than a Past President, no doubt  he referred 
to the fact that he was taking a back seat, however this is progress.  While 
we were travelling round Taiwan we met up with Graham Gimblett from 
New Zealand, and we learned that he was a Rotarian and a Pilot.  This was 
most fortunate as it  was my desire for a long time to start  a section in New 
Zealand.  With Graham’s help we were able to commence operations there 
the following February.  The New Zealanders have done a wonderful job in 
making it a first class section.

I drew up the Organisation Chart so as to give a clear picture of our 
structure and to show where there were gaps to be filled.  This has served 
us well. Several years prior to taking over we had a problem with our 
administration and this was partly sorted out by PP  Ned Poyser.  He had 
just  handed over to PDG Dick Adams our new treasurer and I found that 
Ned had been doing much of the recording manually.  For Dick to be more 
effective we organised a new computer with programs, which we felt  would 
be most beneficial worldwide and encouraged each section to standardize to 
this system.  This then enabled disks to be sent in by each section and made 
Dick’s job liveable.  I understand that this is still working well.
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In August 1994 Joyce and I made a world trip to visit  as many 
sections as possible.  We flew to London and were met by John and Mary 
Ritchie who settled us in and went straight  out to the Duxford Airport and 
museum.  We met up with the UK Section and with Ives Branson, who flew 
from the famous World War 2 Spitfire Fighter Base at  Biggen Hill, to 
Vlissingen in the Netherlands.  Here we attended the formation of the 
Benelux Section organised by Stan Jemiatka.  

Then it  was on to Jersey with Graeme LeQuesne to meet up with 
IFFR PP Charles Strasser.  On the way we flew over the Normandy beaches 
as they were celebrating the 50th anniversary of D Day landings.  After 
several very pleasant  days on Jersey we then flew down to Bourges in the 
centre of France for their Annual Meeting and Fly-In.  Here with the help of 
Graeme we were able to continue with the plans for the next  Convention in 
Nice.  After extraordinary hospitality we flew back to Biggen Hill with Ives 
and then over the London docks to Elsery with John Ritchie.  Finally it  was 
onto Dulles International Airport  in Washington DC.  We were met by Ned 
Poyser in his C210 and taxied out to be number eleven in a line of 737s up 
to 747s at  the hold point.  When our puddle jumper finally took off there 
was still ten behind us.  Control wanted to vector Ned way off course, so he 
immediately went from IFR to VFR and went the way he wanted.  We spent 
several very pleasant  days with Ned and Betty and then returned to Dulles 
to go down to Sarasota Florida to meet our Treasurer Dick Adams.  We 
were able to have some fruitful discussions on the administration of IFFR 
with Dick and this resulted in greater efficiency.  Then over to San 
Francisco to spend several days with IFFR PP John Linford and Louise.  
We drove down past  the bottom of San Francisco Bay to Soquel to meet 
Sam and Elena Bishop and several of our members. 

In February 1995 we travelled to Parapaumu in New Zealand for 
the inauguration of the New Zealand Section, which was to be lead by Air 
New Zealand Captain Brian Souter.  This was followed by another visit  in 
August.

April the following year saw us visit South Africa where we were 
hosted by Chris Potgieter and Peter Gibbs and met up with a number of 
local members.  There is much potential in that country but  they have had a 
number of problems.  Next  stop was Germany for the 10th anniversary 
meeting at  the old Hasidic port  of Lubeck, which was a real experience.  
Dieter Ulken was our excellent  host. He flew us to his condominium on the 
East  Friesian Island of Langeoog, and next day to Peenemunde to see the 
remains of the German Flying Bomb and Rocket  program, then over Berlin 
to Dresden.  Dieter is a Professor of Nuclear Physics and is an extremely 
interesting member.
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Soon after we returned home we were on our way to the 
Convention in Calgary, followed by the flyaway to Fort  McMurray the 
home of Canada’s shale oil industry.  It was a huge project.  This is the 
northern part of the state of Alberta and is getting into very cold country.  
West  Edmonton Mall was an eye opener for our visit to that city.  Stampede 
City of Calgary saw the end to my term as President and I was able to hand 
over to Graeme LeQuesne for the next two years.

I feel that we did progress during my two years in office, and this 
was due in the main, to the assistance I received from all my fellow 
members.  Past officers were always there to give advice and help, and 
made my job very easy.  During our many trips overseas we were able to do 
much travelling  and this was an additional bonus on what  was a wonderful 
experience.  It was most  gratifying to know that  our country was 
recognized and given the opportunity to participate in the management  of 
this unique organisation.
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IFFR WORLD PRESIDENT =  ERN DAWES
1998-2000

The 1998 International Convention was held in Indianapolis, a 
lovely mid West  City and it  was here that Ern was elected World President 
of IFFR.  

We joined Herman and Doris Hassinger in their Bonanza for the 
flyaway, our first  stop being Muncie. We ate lunch in the hangar and 
enjoyed a lecture by a lady United Airline Captain.  She was one of four 
hundred lady pilots employed by United Airlines alone, in the USA.

Oshkosh was also an overnight  stop and a visit to the air museum.  
Next stop was an Indian Reservation in town of Sioux-san-Marie and 
travelled on a very scenic train from this ancient  trading post into Canada. 
Insect bites spoilt  our fun and the itching misery lasted for days! On to 
Mackinaw Island a very popular resort with Americans commencing at the 
turn of the century.  We enjoyed lunch at the famous old hotel built  to 
accommodate the tourists. Shopping for the family was great and Herman 
found a mermaid to add to his collection. 

We took off with full bags for Chicago flying low along the lakeshore 
and landing at Miggs Field on the most spectacular day in aviation. Chicago 
is a favourite ‘must see’ city.  It  has splendid architecture, restaurants and the 
best collection of French impressionists outside of Paris.

UNITED KINGDOM
August 1998

We stayed with John & Mary Ritchie at  Letchworth before leaving 
from their local airfield the following morning for Holland, landing at Gilzen-
Rijen to attend the Netherlands IFFR Fly in.  We paid a visit  to a nearby 
airport  where old service aircraft were being restored by many enthusiasts. 
Nola enjoyed a flight  over Breda in an old Harvard, lovingly restored and 
flown by an Air Martin captain.

The following day we flew back over the Channel to Duxford and 
visited the World War II air museum.  We found Kirk Evererson’s name in a 
register of American fighter pilots who flew operations out of the UK during 
the war.  

The following day with members of the British IFFR we crossed the 
Channel again to Dieppe for a seafood lunch.  Then back over the Channel for 
dinner at  John & Mary’s son’s home who graciously served a BBQ despite 
the fact they had moved into their home that day!

SAMUR FRANCE
September 1998 
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We attended the French Fly-In in central France at the beautiful old 
city of Samur. The French tend to put the emphasis on dining rather than 
flying!  We were treated to a beautiful organ recital in Samur’s Grand 
Cathedral and a walking tour of the city.  Apart  from partaking of the 
gastronomic delights we toured the equestrian school and stables of the 
French Army dating from Napoleonic times. 

JAPAN
February 1999

We travelled to Tokyo Japan and met with twelve Japanese Flying 
Rotarians.  We dined (no wives) over an eight course European meal served 
in a very fine style Restaurant.  The building was of French Baroque style and 
it  was customary to entertain overseas visitors there! Language was a great 
difficulty but we were treated with gracious hospitality.  Attending were 
helicopter and fixed wing pilots and I suspect some old service pilots.

EUROPE
May 1999

Norich in Norfolk England was the place of a memorable British Fly-
In. We enjoyed lunch in a very fine old former English residence and very 
fine dinner in our hotel. We explored the famous Norfolk Canals and Broads 
by boat  and enjoyed a historical tour of the buildings and winding streets of 
the city, which nearly became the CBD of England ‘till London claimed that 
honour.

We flew commercially to Barcelona and took a train to Tarragona to 
attend the Iberian Section Fly-In.  Tarragona is a beautiful coastal city 
boasting some of the best Roman ruins in all of Europe.  Beautifully restored 
and maintained the city exists around them.  From Barcelona we flew to 
Milan to join the Italian IFFR section Fly-In on the island of Elba.  We were 
met by Giorgio Aletti who flew us in his Malibu.  The island of Elba was the 
place of Napoleon’s first  exile.  His beautiful villa is still there open to 
inspection.  A typical Mediterranean island with its steep mountains dropping 
into azure blue seas. The airstrip stretched out  into the sea and our approach 
was through narrow mountain passes.  Our approach required a sharp ninety 
degree turn, a steep descent and hard braking on landing.  The local mayor 
attended our dinner in the evening and together with beautiful  Italian women 
the evening was most memorable.
NORTH AUSTRALIA
June 1999

After the RI meeting in Singapore we all flew to Darwin 
commercially and collected our aircraft and hired aircraft which Malcolm 
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McClure organised.  We flew through the Kimberleys and N.T. taking in the 
Ord River, Kunanurra and sensational Broome.  The weather treated us well 
all the way and there were no diversions.

GERMANY & BELGIUM
September 1999

Hamburg Germany was the scene of the next European Fly-In.  We 
stayed in a fine Baroque style hotel built  in the last  century and we toured the 
beautiful old city and waterways.  We also toured the Lufthansa’s Hangars 
where three luxury jets owned by the Sultan of Brunei and several Arab 
Sheiks were being serviced. Our German pilots have formal dinners, dressing 
attire included. Not a sign of Australian informality.

We flew with Gisela and Dieter Uiken to three coastal holiday islands 
enjoying a delicious lunch and then departing to Dieter and Gisela’s home 
airfield.

Ghent is a must visit  old city in Belgium.  It  was a member of the old 
Hanseatic League and its’ buildings looked as though they were out of a 
fairytale.  We were entertained in the city hall by the Burgomaster.  It was 
such a quaint  compact  city by Australian standards and all the sites were 
walking distance.  We toured the port and dined in quaint old dining rooms.

Bremen is a beautiful city and a principal sea port in Northern 
Germany.  The city still has interesting little winding streets and old buildings 
from earlier days all with a maritime flavour and we all dined in the evening 
and ate what the fare sailors would have eaten in earlier times. Bremen is also 
an old randdaug city with a beautiful city hall.  We were all granted a key to 
the city.

PERTH
October 1999

Perth was a successful fly-away organised by Pam Oliver.  After 
flying the Nullarbor, our first  stopover was at Kalgoorlie where we toured this 
wealthy historic outback-mining town. Northam was our next  place of 
landing, a pretty little airstrip. 

We travelled to York, an historic old town.  It  was here that  Nola 
slipped on a stony path and unfortunately broke her leg and had to leave the 
fly away and return to Melbourne. Mal Hunter presented her with a plaque 
inscribed “Every Girl Needs a Break”.

On the homeward journey we stopped at  Esperance and enjoyed a 
boat trip out to an offshore rocky island.

ARDMORE  (N.Z.)
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February 2000
It  was a ‘fly-in’ in every sense of the word.  We travelled out each 

day to Hamilton and its beautiful gardens, took a motorised glider ride and 
watched dam construction.  The last memorable day we flew to Barrier Island 
then by boat  to the beautiful remote holiday home of one of the Rotarians.  
We had a visit  to a beautiful grass strip in the Bay of Islands and enjoyed a 
beach walk.

BUENOS ARIES ( Argentina)
June 2000

Handed over World President’s Chain of Office to Sam Bishop, at the 
Buenos Aries World Convention.


